London and South East Region

Concrete Engineering for Tall Buildings

*Tuesday 7th May 2013*
5:30pm Tea/Coffee – 6pm Start

*At: SCI, 14/15 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8PS*

Speakers
Don Houston, Byrnes Bros
Christer Isgren, OtB Concrete Ltd.

With the completion of iconic structures such as The Shard and The Cheesegrater in London, and the ongoing construction of other such buildings proving that the technology for such landmarks is being gained and expanded, the interest in tall buildings continues to be a hot topic of conversation.

To present current views, experience, and technology on subjects such as pumping concrete to high levels, slipforming, and mass concrete foundations, our guest presenters Christer Isgren and Don Houston will give an overview of projects they have been involved in, giving us an insight into the concrete challenges encountered and how these were overcome.

The event is free of charge but we ask you to confirm your attendance so we can manage the numbers for what we believe will be both a topical and popular event.

We look forward to seeing you on the day from 5:30pm when tea/coffee will be available.
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